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JKL Students Tour  Physical Activity Referral Program

Mike Goetz guides a JKL student through the
Functional Movement System squat test

 on Jan. 30th.

       On December 17th and on January 30th, 8th grade

students from JKL Bahweting Middle School visited Health

Education's Physical Activity Referral Program. At these

visits, the Career Readiness students job shadowed our

Certified Exercise Physiologists (C-EP), who displayed what a

career in Exercise Science or Public Health Promotion can

be like.

       C-EPs Mike Goetz, Josh Firack and Charlee Brissette led

the students through parts of the patient physical fitness

assessment, which includes a sit-and-reach flexibility test, a

dynamic strength test and the functional movement

screening.

       The students also experienced state-of-the-art

equipment including the Inbody machine, which analyzes

body water content and body composition, and the Biodex

Balance System, which tests coordination and balance.  

       Overall, the classes thoroughly enjoyed their experiences. Many students had questions about the program and

some even expressed interest in pursuing degrees and jobs in this field. And, our C-EPs are thrilled to share this

work with the youth. For more information, call Sault Tribe Community Health at 906-632-5210.

Snowshoe MoonWalk - Fun, Friends & Food!
       When the days are short and

the temps are cold, staying

physically active can be a

challenge. But, when recreating

outside with friends, winter

activity can be a lot of FUN!

       This is why the Sault Tribe

Wellness Collaborative hosted the

second annual Snowshoe

Moonwalk event on January 30th. 

 At the event Sault Tribe members

gathered together to celebrate the

outdoors, to eat deliciously

nutritious foods and, most 



Anishinaabemowin wellness phrase:
 

N'gwaashkwez 
I am full of energy

Lessons on Storytelling for the Anishinaabek: 
As told by Laura Collins-Downwind

importantly, to have a blast in this winter wonderland!

       At the event, which was held at the Chi Mukwa (Big Bear) Arena, community members enjoyed an evening of

snowshoeing on the nature trail and feasting on healthful, indigenous foods. The Chi Mukwa Recreation Dept. also

provided free snowshoe rentals and while many took advantage of this generous offering, some brought their own

- a few sported their traditional Ojibwe bear paw snowshoes!

       Our Health Education team was assisted by Josh Biron from the Language and Culture Dept. who helped

keep the fire, providing warmth during the windy evening, and by Community Health's Registered Dietitians Kristy

Hill and Mary Bunker who served warm tomato and pumpkin soups, tuna and avocado sliders and hot apple cider

to all who participated.

       To learn more about great opportunities for winter physical activity, contact Community Health Education at

906-632-5210 or Big Bear Recreation at 906-635-7465.

       Winter is a very special time for the Anishinaabe. It is when our stories are told - when our knowledge and

teachings are passed from one generation to the next. So, in order to honor this season and to learn more about

the tradition of storytelling. Health Education caught up with Laura Collins-Downwind, the Sault Tribe's

Traditional Medicine Program Coordinator.

Q: From the Anishinaabe perspective, what is the
purpose of storytelling?
A: Storytelling is a way [the ancestors] taught our people
the history/legends/lessons, which passed to the next
generations. They took time to slowly teach our ways
through stories; going from creation, to how we live, to
how/why we do things.

Q: Tell us more about passing knowledge and wisdom
from generation to generation - how does storytelling
tie into this?
A: Everything (teachings & learning) in our past was done
through oral tradition. Our Naanaboozhoo teachings are
the Adiizookan and folk teachings are other type of
teachings and passing on the ways.

Q: Why is Storytelling traditionally done in the winter
months?
A: Storytelling talks of many spiritual things and during the
winter months they [the Spirits] are more dormant and it
protects us from calling them to the location. The earth is
at rest during the winter months and it gave/gives the
community a time to gather, mend and build relationships
to find out what the duties are within our people.

Q: Why are some stories only to be told in the
Anishinaabemowin language?
A: The Stories are told in the language because it is the first
language, where words are not translated exactly as what
they are in English. It teaches our people to go back to the
original ways.

Q: What do younger generations need to know about
the importance of storytelling and listening to the
stories?
A: They need to understand the relationship between elders
and youth in who we are as Anishinaabe.  It teaches them
patience, lessons, and understanding.  It is vital to
understanding who we are and our identity, relationships
and roles we all had within our community.

Q: What else would you like to add?
A: Storytelling is a part of our healing as a community.  It
will bring us back from assimilation and the traumas we
have been through, and it shows our youth the way our
community can be and should be.

       Health Education is planning a storytelling event

for either February or March where the story of the

Snowsnake will be shared. More details coming soon!



       If you set a resolution or intention for 2020, this article is for

you! So, it's now late-January/early February - have you

successfully held your commitment AND are you still 100%

dedicated to it? 

       For many of us, the answers, probably, are no. 

       Setting resolutions is easy, but actually sticking to them to

create new habits, for the sake of more abundance, love and

success in our lives – well, that can be tricky.

       To be successful every day, remember WHY you wanted to

make this change in the first place. What was and still is your

motivation? Speaker Tony Robbins says, “The secret to

unleashing your true power is setting goals that are exciting

enough to ignite your passion.” So, what makes you want to

jump out of bed in the morning and greet that lifestyle change? 

       Also, frame your goals in a positive way instead of in a

negative way. This can make your goals feel fun and exciting, 

So, About Those Resolutions...

rather than restrictive. Instead of, “I will not eat sugar anymore.” Try, “I will eat one side of vegetables with dinner

each night this week” or, “I will drink three 24 oz. bottles of water per day.”

       Finally, if you ever fall off the wagon – begin again! It’s OK if you fumble. Progress is not a straight line. We are

human and we experience set-backs, off days and obstacles - they give us a chance to build stronger reserves of

willpower and resilience. Every day, every moment and every breath is a chance to begin again.
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Behavior Change Advice from Charlee Brissette & Samantha Radecki

CHALLENGE: 
Commit to ONE thing for 28
days and see if it still feels

helpful at the end. 
If so,  keep doing what

works! If not, check in with
yourself. Notice if you need
to make a shift in order to

keep meeting your big goal. 
Then, change your ONE
thing accordingly and
recommit to that for

another 28 days. 


